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E D I T O

Dear readers.

Time has passed since my first letter, and since then two of
my friends had been executed. I did not know that 
letter sent to a person on death row would have been the
event which would propel me to activity be against this
inhumane and cruel sentance which is the death penalty.
The letters that I have received have ginven me the will to
open my eyes more on the question of the practising of the
death penalty.
One day my correspondant Marion Dudley wrote me:
" If you want to understand why a country has the death
penalty, you've got to look at its history. You have got to look
at its wounds, its anger and its victory that will permit you to
have real arguments to communicate with real reassurance
when you find on your path someone opposed to the
abolition of death penalty and they will be sadly many of them".
This sentance brought me towards a thought: What will be
my baggage argument to confront a debate that is as
delicate as death penalty.
I have always know that involvement is an everyday fight and that
we have to feed our spirit so that it stand up to our cause.
Because a poor spirit can only deflate in front of passionate
pro death penalty argumants.
Like a psycologist who must listen to its patients and learn to
know them, we also must listen the history of this pro death
penalty country and dig deep into its roots.
Its not enough just to read the books on the matter of course
thay are full of information and are essential reads. But we
must read equal books that revolte us, those that go against
our abolitionst ideas.
It is important to think with lucidity on what is at stay in
this fight.
It is important to gain knowledge and to listen to the people
who have fought for years. It is also important to keep faith in
humanity and to have hope.
Each year countrys abolish the death penalty. Since the year
2000 alone more than ten countrys have started the step
towards the abolition. In 2005, we had the pleasure to
announce Liberia and Mexico to our cause, then in 2006 the
Philippines.
Moratoriums were deposited in differents American states.
Hope is here and it persists. Its now up to us to keep the
flame lit.

Yours respectfully.     

H. Kadia
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IN A WORLD…

by Ray Jasper

Where we strive for more

Where we settle for less

In a world…

Where people come and go

Where time will never return

In a world…

Where dreams never come true

Where hope carries us upstream

In a world…

Where our hearts hold so much

In a world…

Where we were all made different

Where we can all make a difference
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REALITY

The more I sit here, the less I understand this in my
soul…

The silence of men when so many are able to speak.
The gas and screams of a man when guards force him
out a cell. The executions of certain men I can´t see as
dangerous. The overwhelming cries of  a mother
watching her son being took from the earth.

I've on deathrow almost 7 years. Many of the men
I met and associated with are dead. I recently turned
26…

I truly believe anyone for the death penalty knows little
to nothing about capital punishment especially in Texas.
Its easy to judge from a distance to stand on the
outside looking in but there's a different side of reality
when you experience this.

The difference is being for or against a war
versus actually fighting in a war. The experience is
traumatizing in itself for those going through it and for
those who survive.

Deathrow is the same, in essence. Almost 200 guys
have been killed around me in the time I've been here.
That's so dark in itself it feels like a concentration
camp.

Freedom here is something you have to afford.
I myself have a low class attorney who will not even
contact me…

Despite how sad that is. Its normal on Texas deathrow
and that's why Texas kills more people than anywhere
else.

Our only hope is to raise money for ourselves to get
real legal assistance.

Attorney David DOW who is actively against capital
punishment said there has been government corruption
in 49 out of 50 capital cases and yet people in Texas
are executed with no mercy. In his own words
"it should concern the world that there's no mercy in
Texas"

Ray JASPER #999341

THE FIRST DAY. . .

When I got this place they put me in a cell that is about
as big as a bathroom, it is a punishment cell, even
though I have done nothing wrong in TDCJ,
I'm placed in a punishment cell, 22 hours a day for
5 days a week, 24 hours a day for 2 days.
They do give me a bed, sheets, a towel and the
clothes, I have on and nothing more, my time has
started, no big deal I guess but the funny thought is.
Here I am with nothing, no moneys on my account,
no I-D card yet even if I did have moneys, no pen and
paper and envelopes to write my loved ones so they
know I'm here.

Nothing to get a drink of water with, no spoon,
no tooth brush, I really mean nothing and what is
funny is the guys here helped me, not the officers, not
TDCJ.  The guys here that you hear on the news or
papers that are worthless, black hearted, no good
trash, these same people, are the ones who gave me
shower shoes so I didn't have to walk around in the
shower without shoes. The ones who told me how to
do everything here, how it all works, these same
people who care for no one in the world but their own
self, the same ones who never seen me before,
no words spoken before, sent me a cup, a spoon,
a tooth brush and tooth paste. But if it is true, that we
are all just a monsters here, why would these guys
help me when the so called TDCJ officials would not
even give me 5 minutes of there time ?

People do mess up and this is where they come to but
"monsters" do not give you a spoon and cup, shower
shoes, make it possible with stamps and envelopes so
you can write and let your mom know your new
address, that's not "monsters", that's people !!!
So now I'm here for 6 years and I have the things
I need to make life easier here, not perfect but easier
and you know what, you can call me a monster if you
wish but one things for sure is if a new person comes
I try and help with what I can, so they can write there
mom!!

(continuation on page 3)
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That's what I remember of my first few day, having
nothing with no way, to get anything and a few guys
back here doing all they could to help!!

Newton Anderson

Photographic credit:
http://www.pascalrenoux.com

MY EPIPHANY

I'm buried alive under steel. That's what it feels like
sometimes, literally, not spiritually - an actual pile of
steel stacked upon my face and body. Isn't that some-
thing?

Very seldom do I let people inside my deepest
thoughts. I actually don't think most people could
handle them - not because they're vile or anything of
the sort. In fact, quite the opposite. They are very
intense - soaked into the essence of life. I might think
as low as a tiny critter scampering under a rainy
canopy in an Amazon forest or as high as the particles
inside a Black Hole. My mind is constantly conscious
of its surroundings and the existence of all things.
I cannot ignore any aspect of it.

And being in this tiny cell does that to me. That may
be a surprise to many as they'd probably think this cell
would vaporize my senses - my imagination. Quite the
contrary. My senses have actually heightened 
- whereas another's might have dulled. I have no
explanation for this. It's a strange phenomenon. I dare
not call it natural, strange or unnatural for I do not
know what it is. I just know that it is.

I've read about every imaginable struggle in the world
(and ended up soaking pieces of them into my own
being): from Rwanda; dictatorship under Stalin; Haiti;
Atlantic Slave trade; Jewish Holocaust; Palestinian
oppression. I've experienced my own: was born in the
ghetto; separated from my parents at a young age;
lost my mother to AIDS; got a father lost in drugs;
been jumped on and stabbed; sprayed with crowd
control pepper gas. Nonetheless, I remain surging
forth in life. I have refused to recede any further.
I'm mentally sound… I do believe.

A journey took place within myself. A moment of intro-
spection where I tried to analyze my own thoughts.
I was on the verge of almost 5 months straight of being
contained in a cell for 24 hours a day. In this period of
time I may had been out of this tomb of a cell
25-30 times either for a 2-hour visit (twice a month)
or a 1-hour recreation period (one day per week).
The only other exits from the cell were brief walks to
and from the shower (daily), which is only 15 or so feet
away, and last for 20-30 minutes. So, to say the least,
I've been contained pretty tight.

In this time I've been housed in several cells and had
numerous of neighbors. I've lived next to nonchalant
persons to outrageous ones; Aryan Brotherhood
members to ones who mutilate themselves; radicals to
misfits. In some I found dialogue. In others none
(even for some who did actually talk). To my surprise,
I found more stimulating conversation in the one that
mutilates himself than many of the others. This made
me realize the diverse nature of one's psyches. It also
made me realize that what's insane in my world is
complete sanity to the next. Just like the people who
eat monkeys or spiders, or the people that put discs in
their lips, or ones that have 10 wives. How do we
gauge what sanity is, especially for customs that have
existed long before we have?

I tried to gauge my own sanity, or lack thereof. I began
to describe to a friend how I feel at different intervals
while in this tiny space. This tomb. This little cave. I felt
the need to speak it to life extensively. I feel a very
deep relation to places called Third World countries. It
could come from when I used to walk barefooted as a
youngster because I didn't like shoes, or when I had to
eat mayonnaise sandwiches to not be hungry. Maybe
it's because in a past life I was a slave, a rebel or a
peasant. All I know is that I inhale the spirit of places
like Cuba, Haiti, Liberia, Venezuela. I can taste the salt
water, corn tortillas, campfire smoke, gun powder on
my tongue. It's not depressing to me. It's quite
exhilarating. There's an urgency - not a complacency
in it. There's a reason to live, not just exist. More and
more I become detached from materialistic points of
view. I've had less and more. I wonder… am I learning
the secret to less is more?

I've been thrown in an empty cell naked before.
I didn't moan or weep about it. I actually thought of
how there are hundreds of thousands of scantily clad
wise men/gurus wandering around India (home of
enchanting wisdom and spiritual attainment). I've been
fed loaves of food unfit for human consumption and in
that time I thought to myself - do I even know horror?

I'm restricted to such small living quarters. I'm cur-
rently in a management cell completely sealed off from
all human contact and almost visibility. I've seen men
desperately seek ways to get from behind these cells.
They were breaking. They were smothered. Couldn't
breathe. I could smell their tears and hear their spirit

(continuation on page 4)
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mourning; all hidden under grim faces and tattoos that
sold fantasies and told lies.

I walk back to my bunk, sit cross-legged and wonder
what the Prophet Muhammad did in the cave of Hira
circa 609AD. What took place with him was divine.
It dawned upon me that so many warriors found
enlightenment while posted in caves. Ethiopian
nomads (that became known as Rastafarians), Coptic
and Buddhist monks; even eagles gain their nobility
from lonesome cliffs or branches where only the wind
can touch them. 

I've been through numerous lockdowns and shake-
downs - time when our food is fed to us in a paper
sacks. I've opened up to a cheese sandwich and
bologna sandwich. I get lost looking into the brown
sack pondering… I bet the socialist rations in Cuba
are much better. What are the indigenous people of
Peru eating? I wasn't distraught of the sight of a bag of
raisins. I said to myself - I wonder what I could trade
this for in Bolivia? A bowl of rice maybe? I can appre-
ciate a Ramen noodle soup. I see the divinity in it.
Could I survive like the FARC from Colombia who stay
buried in the green trees and jungle terrain fighting for
liberation? I stand with DRIVE buried in steel fighting
for what I'm supposed to have… Humanity.

Could I be as determined as the poor Venezuelan who
once knew tyranny and then stood with the Bolivarian
Revolution? Or am I content with a pint of ice cream
every week waiting for a needle to weaken my pulse
to a thud?

What's a 5-man extraction team got on a machete at the
hands of 5 men polluted with hate from imperialism?
How could I complain? I'm eating peanut butter sand-
wiches in a cage with running water after all.
A slave camp nonetheless. I recognize that I've got to
do something about it.

What prisoners go through is like a rock being
smashed against the flesh. But, as Ho Chi Minh said:
"Calamity has hardened me and turned my mind to
steel." I make it work for me. When flint hits steel what
happens? It sharpens. That's me.

It's isolation vs. solitude. Either way, I pull back into
myself like a Dogon, Aztec or Celtic generating aura,
chakras, third eye, spirit, soul. I spill it all out usually in
what's called poetry. I think I've moved beyond that
term. I have no peace with a name that describes what
I do - outside of maybe visions, manifestos and instruc-
tions - as my words are a collective of things.
My words bounce off these walls like bass from stereo
speakers - even when only softly spoken - making my
adrenaline run. Other sounds vibrate through me that
reveal secrets. I come to know the essence of men in
the songs they sing, roles they play, the lies they tell
which only pulls them closer to the truths they hide.

And I'm listening - wide eyed like the spotted owl
perched in the tree. And WHO is the question cause
most of us don't know ourselves.
Eating dry bran flakes with no milk I understand that
I'm more than I was and can be better than I am.
Cassava, rice and freedom sound a lot better than
juicy cancerous burgers and totalitarianism.

But, maybe it's just me. I've come to feel that I'm a very
strange individual. Nevertheless I find myself buried in
this cave, hungry - not for food, rather beauty at the
tips of struggle - excited by it. And amongst all this
death, pain, regret, hopelessness, I still find that I'm
smiling… undefeated, discovering so much about life
all from this little cave of steel that was actually made
to suppress my humanity. 

Picture that… because I can't stop!

Kenneth E. Foster Jr 

Drawing: “Meeting” by Farley C Matchett  



CRIES
by Sylvie Gibault 2006

Unspeakable, inaudible, impossible cries
Through ocean on to the horizon
Simply thrown
To shout or to proclaim the truth

Unheard -of, unpublished cries, unsatisfied,
A whole string of cries,
Let out in the immensity,
To hide emptiness
To hide weariness
Cries enough to get drunk
Cries not to get mad
Cries thrown out and badly spoken
But well written cries.
Cries secret and indiscreet
Cries to the moon
To drive bad luck away
Discrediting and credit-sold cries

Cries on front-page of newspapers
Cries on front  of boat for sailors
Cries for abysses to be filled
Cries for summits to be reached
Not to be an abyss oneself
But to cast out  one's pain 

Cries from my soul to free my heart
Cries to believe in happiness through the dark 
Cries to prevent crime
Incriminated, for too magnified cries
Those you won't forget to reach the target

Long, invicible cries, too often indicible cries
But though, hopeful cries
To go on with life
Struggle in the dark
And to open anew
A fresh story for you
With love always more
Every day than the day before.

ON THE ROAD TO ABOLITION...

By Kadia

The abolition of capital punishment is an ongoing
struggle - but the campaign is sustained by victories,
large and small.  The establishment of a moratorium
(period during which all executions are suspended, in
order to reflect on whether they are "justified and
relevant" - sic) is one of these.  More and more
countries across the world have resorted to this
stopgap measure... before permanent abolition? 

The United States, one of the last countries in the
western world to still apply the death penalty, are 
tending to progressively do away with this
punishment, which dates from another era.  Even if the
federal government continues to do nothing towards
abolition, individual States are becoming more and
more conscious of the cruel and inhumane character
of the death penalty. 

For example, the States of California and Florida
adopted, on 15th December 2006, a moratorium on
executions by injection.  A Californian judge recognised
"the unconstitutional nature of lethal injections"
(prolonging a moratorium inaugurated in February
2006).  As for the governor of Florida, Jeb Bush, he
decided to suspend all executions in his State and
to create a commission to enquire into lethal injection,
following the particularly long and painful agony
suffered by Angel Nieves Diaz.  Condemned to death
in 1986 for the murder of Joseph Nagy, Angel Diaz
was executed on the 13th December 2006,
after having claimed her innocence during long years
of imprisonment.   

More recently, the governor of Tennessee imposed
a 3-month period for reflection on the death penalty,
which will end in May 2007.  In the State of Montana the
senators got together to vote on the death penalty.
The Democrats gave their preliminary approval for
abolition.  The State of Indiana has a temporary ban on
executions, following a report affirming that the death
penalty is an aleatory sentence.  In Delaware, a federal
judge has declared lethal injection unconstitutional,
cruel and inhumane - all executions there are
suspended for the time being.  

These States are thus following the same path as Ohio
and North Carolina.  Let us hope that they will arrive at
the same conclusion as the State of Illinois.  Following
a study by the American Bar Association (ABA),
an association of American lawyers who have brought
to light serious weaknesses in the system of application
for the death penalty in Illinois, the governor George
Ryan has initially adopted a moratorium,  with a view
to finally abolishing the death penalty in his State.  

Russia, certainly not a model country when it comes to
the matter of human rights, is also making substantial
efforts towards abolition. In 1999 the Russian consti-
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tutional court brought in a ruling which made it illegal
to impose the death penalty while there were still mem-
bers of the Federation of Russia without a Crown Court.
On the 15th November 2006, the Russian politicians
adopted, by 349 votes out of 360, a law postponing,
until the 1st Jan. 2010, the creation of a Crown Court
in Chechnya -  which effectively delays the date when
the death sentence could be resumed.  Is this a further
step towards the formal abolition of the death penalty,
promised by Russia when joining the Council
of Europe in 1996?

One must add to this list the 30 or so countries where
a moratorium preventing the execution of prisoners
has existed for at least 10 years, although there is no
actual legislation in force.

Towards a Universal Moratorium?

If the progress of non-abolitionist countries is literally
remarkable, one must not forget that this is mainly due
to those countries which, being deeply democratic,
defend and support the abolitionist cause, without
ever giving up the fight. The idea of a universal 
moratorium, supported by a growing number of
international initiatives, is beginning to take off. 

The exemplary steps being taken by Italy, at the heart
of regional and international institutions, is a case in
point.  Since January 2007 when the country became
a non-permanent member of the United Nations
Security Council, it has increased its diplomatic efforts
in favour of the U.N. adoption of a resolution 
advocating a world moratorium.  Italy has two years to
achieve this.   

These efforts have been followed up by the Council of
Europe.  On the 1st February 2007, the European
Parliament adopted - by 591 votes out of 667 -
a resolution supporting Italy's initiative and calling for
the United Nations, via the General Assembly, to
create a universal moratorium on capital punishment
in the 69 countries where this barbaric practice is still
sanctioned.  

France is not standing still either - far from it.  In fact,
following the promulgation of the constitutional law no.
2007-239 of 23rd February 2007, article 66-1 of the
French Constitution now states that absolutely "no-one
can be sentenced to capital punishment".

As well as the unwavering support granted to Italy,
France has hosted, during the first three days of
February 2007, the 3rd World Congress against capital
punishment, which brought together more than 64
countries, abolitionists or otherwise.  This Congress,
organised by "Together against Capital Punishment"
(ECPM - Ensemble Contre la Peine de Mort) was
placed "under the high-level patronage of the
President of the Republic and the German Chancellor
Angela Merkel".  It concentrated principally on the
Middle East and Maghreb, as well as the evolution of
Chinese legislation in preparation for the 2008
Olympic Games in Peking.

The global objective of the Congress was crystallized
in the final declaration, calling for "an immediate and
universal moratorium on the death sentence and
executions", encouraging "the Member States,
the United Nations, and other international organisa-
tions" to "push for the implementation of the moratorium". 

But ordinary citizens like you and me can also act,
at grass-roots level, by signing the petition in
favour of a world moratorium on executions,
launched by the Community of  Sant'Egidio:
http://santegidio.org/fr/pdm/app+ades.htm - which
already has more than 5 million signatures! You can
also sign the numerous appeals launched by different
abolitionist associations, such as ACM, on their
respective websites or via their sympathisers.

10 reasons to say NO
to the death penalty

1 - The death penalty is an irreversible sentence, why
take the risk of such a sentence whereas justice is not
infallible.

2 - The death penalty is an inhuman sentence, waiting
of a date of execution represents really a psychological
torture, and the act of execution is a treatment
dehumanizing and cruel.

3 - The life of each person must be respected, no man,
no government should have the power of life or of died
on a man as if it was of no importance.

4 - We should not forget the victims of the prisoner of
death row, but we must also not forget that a country
which practises death penalty makes also victims; one
prisoner of death row has also a family and friends.

5 - The death penalty touches men and women
without resources mainly, often belonging to minorities.

6 - Certain men or women commit crimes in a passion
state, a state in which they cannot have any logical
reasoning.

7 - Justice should represent balance and not support
revenge to the detriment of the reason.

8 - The death penalty rejects the hope of a second
chance for the condemned and leaves him no possibility
of rehabilitation.

9 - The death penalty perpetuates only a cycle of
violence, it does not attenuate the pain of the families of
the victims. It rather contributes to keep them in harmful
feelings (violence, hatred, rage…), it legitimates the
violence.

10 - The practice of the death penalty does not
contribute to lower the rate of criminality.
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